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Abstract: This paper reviews research on decision-making behavior of both goalkeeper and penalty taker during penalty kick situations in association football. Specifically, it adopts an ecological dynamics perspective on the behavior of both penalty taker and goalkeeper exemplifying how each might constrain the other’s decisions. This conceptual framework is elucidated to suggest key ideas for designing experimental programs on the penalty kick. We conclude by discussing the implications of ecological dynamics to advance research and practice in the penalty kick.

INTRODUCTION

A penalty kick in association football takes less than 2 seconds, and yet it is a moment of rare emotional intensity, especially for both players directly involved. In this task both players face unavoidable task constraints imposed by the laws of the game¹. Rules and physical constraints place the penalty kick as a significant, categorical event, i.e. with outcomes of “goal” or “no goal” and no possible intermediate levels of performance. Statistically, the relative importance of a penalty kick increases within a series (such as during a penalty shoot out), and failure becomes more influential to the final outcome [1]. Although strategic planning for competition could be based on a consideration of players’ skills in converting penalty kicks, surprisingly this is not commonly adopted in professional football [1]. Perhaps more surprisingly, penalty taking does not typically play a major role in training programs. Social constraints also have a significant influence in the successful outcome of the event, with strong pre-conceptions biased towards kicker success and goalkeeper failure influencing the players’ performance. In this paper, we argue that, due to the broad range of constraints influencing the behavior of both players involved in the penalty kick, a better understanding of this performance context might be achieved through adopting a multifaceted performance assessment (i.e. perceptual-cognitive and biomechanical measurement approaches). The result could be an improvement of the representative design of experiments from social, cognitive, energetic and biomechanical perspectives. This multi-disciplinary emphasis has implications for training and experimental task designs achieved by focusing on the adaptive behaviors of both players, which emerge from the dynamics of their interpersonal interactions during performance under several types of constraints.

INSIGHTS FROM RECENT RESEARCH ON THE PENALTY KICK

In recent years, there have been numerous attempts to study performance in the penalty kick situation [1-5], with good agreement over the percentage of missed penalty kicks (25-30%) reported. Research by Van der Kamp [from 4], reported differences of around 30% between successful and unsuccessful goalkeepers, at an expert level. We can derive three important conclusions from the extant data: (i) to score from the penalty kick spot is a demanding task that requires the development of a specific skill to be successful; (ii), the goalkeeper plays a significant role in the final outcome of this particular event; and (iii) the behavior of the penalty kicker and the goalkeeper become coordinated in a specific interaction.

Existing research on penalty kicking (see Table 1) can be divided into different bodies of work. For example, some descriptive studies have examined the influence of probabilistic tactical models on the final outcome with respect to the positioning of penalty kickers and goalkeepers in a penalty kick shoot-out [1]. For example, some work [3] has shown how variations in off-centre standing positions of goalkeepers, in the order of 6-9 cms, can influence the success of penalty kicks. Other studies have been based on data collected from association football competitions, illustrating the influence of individual constraints (e.g., stress, skill and fatigue) on the final outcome of the penalty shoot out phase [2]. An additional body of work has examined visual search patterns and anticipation of goalkeepers, when watching penalty kick film clips [4,6-8], with particular emphasis on ascertaining point-of-gaze data. There have also been investigations of performance differences when goalkeepers are confronted with right- and left-footed penalty takers [9].
In the main these studies have revealed some common conclusions, including the following: (i) hips and the non-kicking leg of penalty takers seem to be relevant sources of information for anticipation of the kick direction by goalkeepers; (ii) penalty takers cannot alter kick direction without performance decrements when a goalkeeper moves between 400ms to 300ms prior to football contact [5,10]; (iii) successful goalkeepers wait longer to initiate actions [6,4]; (iv) goalkeepers can influence the ‘faux perception’ of a goal’s area and consequently the direction of penalty kicks [from 11 in related work on facing a penalty throw in handball; see also [3]]; (v) there is a strong association between the importance of a kick for a match’s result and effective performance [1,2]; and (vi), there is an association between

<p>| Table 1. A Summary of the Key Studies on Penalty Kick (PK) Situations in Soccer |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors (Year)</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Laboratory Test</th>
<th>Basic Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morris &amp; Burwitz (1989)</td>
<td>Professional Goalkeepers (GKs)</td>
<td>Analysis of GKs’ anticipation movements, based on keeper-dependence and independence strategy of the kickers</td>
<td>Recording of physical actions in dynamic on-court situations; a priori response questionnaire</td>
<td>GKs were able to anticipate PKs above chance levels;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams &amp; Burwitz (1993)</td>
<td>Amateur and semi-prof. GKs</td>
<td>Anticipation of PK’s direction by constraining time and visual info.</td>
<td>Film-based occlusion test; pen and paper response</td>
<td>Hips as main source of information in PK’s direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McMorris &amp; Colenso (1996)</td>
<td>Professional GKs</td>
<td>Anticipation of PK’s direction, by constraining time, visual information and angle of approach</td>
<td>Film-based occlusion test; post-hoc interview</td>
<td>Angle of approach, foot and hip position, are cues to anticipation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGarry &amp; Franks (2000)</td>
<td>Data of PKs shoot-out</td>
<td>Probabilistic analysis of line-up order, regarding: possible outcomes, stress level</td>
<td>On-court assessment via video analysis; computer simulation</td>
<td>† efficacy when alignment by reverse order of players’ ability in PK’s shoot-out situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morya et al. (2003)</td>
<td>University soccer players</td>
<td>Keeper-dependence and independence strategy dynamical analysis</td>
<td>Joystick response; visual gaze record</td>
<td>Time to commitment of GKs for one side leads to variations in kickers’ performances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savelsbergh et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Expert and novices GKs</td>
<td>Differences in anticipation measures of PK’s direction and visual search behavior</td>
<td>Film-based anticipation test; joystick response; gaze record</td>
<td>Expert GKs were more accurate, waited longer before response initiation, made fewer corrections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savelsbergh et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Prof. and semi-professional GKs</td>
<td>Differences in anticipation measures of PK’s direction and visual search behavior</td>
<td>Film-based anticipation test; joystick response; gaze record</td>
<td>Successful GKs predict better height and direction of PK. Waited longer time to respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poulter et al. (2005)</td>
<td>University students (no experience)</td>
<td>Effect of instructional condition (explicit and implicit) on point-of-gaze, regarding anticipation of kick’s direction</td>
<td>Film-based occlusion test; pen and paper response; visual gaze record</td>
<td>Explicit learning results in changes in gaze behaviour and increased awareness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van der Kamp (2006)</td>
<td>University soccer players</td>
<td>Kicker dependence or independence relatively to GK’s actions</td>
<td>Recording of physical actions in dynamic on-court situations;</td>
<td>Worse performance in GK-dependent strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakker et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Amateur soccer players</td>
<td>Manipulation of kickers’ intentions by changes in gaze behavior under time constraints</td>
<td>Recording of physical action in dynamic film-based situation; gaze behavior rec.</td>
<td>Negative instructions related with PK’s unwanted effects, by changes in gaze behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bar-Eli et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Data of PKs from top Leagues worldwide</td>
<td>Probabilistic analysis of stopping PKs based on: jumps sides, kicks directions and GKs opinion About normal behaviour when stopping PKs</td>
<td>On-court assessment via video analysis; inferential data analysis; questionnaire</td>
<td>Optimal strategy for GKs is to stay in the goal’s centre (inaction);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordet et al. (2007)</td>
<td>PKs shoot-out data</td>
<td>Statistical relation between PK’s outcome and: role, playing time, age, PK’s number, competition</td>
<td>On-court assessment via video analysis; inferential data analysis</td>
<td>Psychological variables strongly related with outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters et al. (2007)</td>
<td>Unspecified participants</td>
<td>Manipulation of informational constraints, (GK’s body-scaled metrics and goal’s area perception)</td>
<td>Slide recognition test; simulated field-based recognition test; verbal response</td>
<td>Feasibility for GK to influence kick’s direction, by influencing kicker’s perception of goal area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van der Kamp &amp; Masters (in press)</td>
<td>Undergraduate students</td>
<td>Biased perception of GK’s size (illusion), which may affect kicker’s visual information</td>
<td>Photo recognition test; simulated field-based recognition test; pen and paper response;</td>
<td>GK posture affects perception of GK’s height which has influence on PK’s accuracy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
negatively phrased instructions by the coach and performance of the penalty kick [12].

It is worth noting that the major proportion of studies on this topic have been conducted from the penalty taker’s point of view [3, 5, 10, 12]. Only a few investigations have tried to analyze the goalkeeper’s behavior and performance. Of those latter studies, a striking finding is that the probability of success seems to increase if a goalkeeper uses “advanced postural cues” from the kicker to decide on the spatial location of the kick and dives at the precise moment when a penalty taker can no longer modify the ball’s trajectory [4, 6, 13], as reported in Table 1.

Some research [4, 5, 10] has suggested a link between the action of the goalkeeper and the penalty taker (e.g. when goalkeepers wait longer before diving, the penalty taker assumes a ‘keeper-dependent strategy’). This is an important observation since this coupling link could be taken to imply that both participants function as a dyadic system during performance. Elsewhere, we have theoretically modeled dyadic systems in sport, exemplified by 1 v 1 sub-phases of team games, in which immediate opponents are directly engaged in interpersonal interactions (i.e. due to their influences, their actions and decisions cannot be considered independently of each other) (for research in boxing, basketball and rugby union see [14-16]). However, in some circumstances, e.g., when the goalkeeper decides early which way to dive or when the penalty taker decides beforehand which side to shoot at (adopting a keeper-independent strategy), the reciprocal influence between these players remains unclear. We will return to this theoretical work later in this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGNS IN THE PENALTY KICK SITUATION

It could be argued that much of the research on the penalty kick in association football has lacked representative experimental design. According to Araújo, Davids and Passos [17], the concept of “representative experimental design”, initiated by Brunswik [18], refers to the set up of an experiment so that it represents the behavioral (performance) context to which results are intended to apply. Following Gibson [19], Araújo et al. [17] argued that experimental tasks should be set up in such a way that the actors involved can perceive in order to act, but also can act in order to perceive. From this standpoint, a major criticism of extant experimental designs in penalty kicking research has been the lack of opportunity to examine the reciprocal interaction between the penalty taker and goalkeeper from a perception-action coupling perspective.

To exemplify, important limitations of previous investigations have included the following: (i) a restricted measurement approach to measuring performance in the penalty kick; (ii) the tendency to adopt a static (snap-shot) evaluation of decision making of both the goalkeeper and the penalty taker; and (iii) the use of non-task-specific methods for measuring the response modes of participants in research studies. For example, Savelsbergh et al. [4, 6], like McMorris and Colenso [9] studied the visual search behavior of goalkeepers by asking them to merely observe film clips of penalty kicks. From those data, it is unclear how the identified visual search behaviors of the goalkeepers relate to their actions when attempting to save a penalty kick. In another example, Morya et al. [10] used a computer simulation of a penalty kick, where both performers were represented by two white disks, and where the goalkeeper’s movements were computationally determined, thus involving no influence of the kicker’s actions. In others works, Masters et al. [3] or Van der Kamp and Masters [11] used static images of the goals and Van der Kamp [5], measured the consequences of late alterations (by the penalty taker) in the direction of the penalty kick, by replacing the goalkeeper’s movements with a series of flashing lights. Although there have been meritable contributions to knowledge from all these studies, their primary limitations are based on the failure to conceptualise and study the penalty kick performance context as a dyadic system to observe dynamics of penalty kicker-goalkeeper interactions. This criticism suggests some caution in generalizing the extant data to understanding performance of penalty kicks during an actual game.

The link between perception and action in the penalty kick is underpinned by both goalkeepers and penalty takers probably tending to disguise their actions in an attempt to confound an opponent’s perception. Because of that, and in relation to gaze behavior in controlled experimental environments, Bakker et al. [12] argued that in the task of the penalty kick in association football, less appropriate (e.g. the goalkeeper, or outside the goal) and more appropriate (i.e. the open goal space) gaze locations can be distinguished. Another important feature is the extant data on movement outcome variability suggesting that performers find the task constraints of actual interceptive actions in sport more functionally relevant than experimental ones [15]. The implications of these conclusions to experimental designs in the penalty kick, suggest that the manipulation of objects such as joysticks or keyboards with measurable outputs representing the performances of kickers or goalkeepers, should be eschewed for the unique interpersonal interactions performed in such sports tasks. Clearly the number of variables that might constrain the penalty task is so wide that experimental work was probably pushed towards oversimplified experimental designs. This is a common observation in scientific sub-disciplines that have to deal with highly complex interactions. One reason for this is the absence of theoretical models to integrate and interpret the interactions of all the related variables. In this line of thought, experimental designs in the penalty kick situation could consider identifying and quantifying the influence of performers’ movement strategies in all outcomes. These changes in methodology would benefit from the implementation of a theoretical framework that could explain: (i) why expert association football goalkeepers wait longer to initiate their actions [4], which is related to reduced accuracy of the penalty taker when information about the goalkeeper’s dive is detected shortly before ball-foot contact [5]; (ii) why a keeper-dependent strategy is particularly advantageous when the goalkeeper commits himself early [5]; and (iii), why goalkeepers may exhibit performance differences when facing
right- or left-footed penalty takers [9]. Finally, as already proposed by Van der Kamp [5], any attempt to generalize from experiments to actual penalty kick situations, should consider participant’s movement strategies in competition. As proposed earlier, such an explanation could emanate from an “ecological dynamics” theoretical framework [14], which uses concepts and tools of dynamical systems to understand phenomena that occur at an ecological scale — the scale where the relationship between the goalkeeper and the penalty taker is established in this specific performance context. Although scientific reductionism has dominated the methods of the first phase of research on the penalty kick, it should be recognized that this step was and still is important to identify relevant constraints on the penalty situation. However, theoretical models are emerging which strongly encourage a systems-oriented approach to examining pattern forming dynamics of the keeper-kicker interactions driven by informational constraints. Within ecological dynamics, Brunswik’s representative task design is a key concept to drive research design.

THE ECOLOGICAL DYNAMICS OF THE PENALTY KICK

In an ecological dynamics interpretation, the relationship between performers in a penalty kick situation can be assumed to possess the characteristics of a dynamical system [20,21]. Having many degrees of freedom and several levels, dynamical systems at an ecological scale have three main features worth emphasizing including: (i) non-linearity of behavioral output; (ii) a capacity for stable and unstable patterned relationships between parts of the system (i.e. coordinated states) to emerge through system self-organization; and (iii), the ability of subsystem components to constrain the behavior of other subsystems [22]. These attributes are particularly relevant to the penalty kick if we assume decision-making behavior as emerging from the dynamical inter-actions of performers (e.g. in competing or cooperative relationships) towards specific goals (i.e. to score or to save a goal), influenced by environmental and individual constraints over time [14]. Following insights of Araujo et al. [14], the aim of the penalty taker may be seen as breaking the stability of the coupled system established between him/her and the goalkeeper. From a macroscopic perspective, all actions of the penalty taker are intended to place the ball away from the goalkeeper’s range of action, while the latter is continuously trying to maintain the initial symmetry with the kicker in an attempt to intercept the ball. At this level of analysis, therefore, penalty kicks can be described as the creation, maintenance and dissolution of a “dyad”, which relies on information about its ongoing coordinative state. Theoretically, for this dyadic system to be created there should be a continuous coupling between information and action for both players. This spontaneous system is created when a penalty is awarded and a kicker faces a goalkeeper, both waiting for the referee to initiate action. The information-action coupling [23] between participants in the dyad allows prospective control. A prospective control strategy in dyadic sub-systems of team sports means that performers can control their actions based on the ongoing difference between the current behavior and state of the system, and the goal state [24]. Observed differences in these states give rise to adaptations by individuals in the dyad, which in turn modify each performer’s current relationship with the environment, in an ongoing cyclical fashion. Information and action are intertwined in the dyadic system control process. Interestingly in the penalty kick situation, these continuous cycles of information-action couplings happen simultaneously for kicker and goalkeeper. Moreover, the information that constrains action should specify the properties of the environment that are relevant for effective action. This is an important methodological point since information-action couplings emerge from representative task designs (actual penalty kicking and goalkeeping), rather than response simulations and stimuli in contrived experiments. As mentioned before, Brunswik [18] suggested an emphasis on experimental designs that specify those conditions toward which a generalization is intended. The essential characteristic of “representative design”, as he termed it, is that the experimenter carefully specifies what generalizations can be made from an experiment and then sets it up to examine those generalizations. According to Gibsonian theorising, decision-making is typically based on a continuous and active process of exploration and selection of relevant information to support choices. This means that, actions require that information about environmental constraints be referential to the energy for behaving with respect to those constraints. The implication is that experimental tasks should be designed to ensure correspondence between phenomena of interest (e.g., penalty situation) manifested by the individual both in a performance context and an experimental task [17].

In the association football penalty kick there is the possibility that the kick’s direction is defined beforehand by the penalty taker who is trying to disrupt the system’s symmetry by focusing on the accuracy of the kick to its pre-defined direction and trying to disguise it from the goalkeeper [5]. Based on ecological dynamics, in some cases, the initial keeper-independent strategy adopted by the penalty kicker can evolve, during the run up, to a keeper-dependent one, due to the goalkeeper’s actions. This could occur when a goalkeeper tries to constrain the penalty taker’s actions by standing marginally on one side or another of the goal center [3], or when he/she creates a diversion by waving the arms in the air or by moving from side to side across the goal-line with no commitment to one side of the goal.

In sum, from an ecological dynamics approach, it is possible to conceptualize the penalty kick as a dynamical system, where there is a constant search for relevant information to achieve specific competition goals [14], and where competitors can induce the occurrence of interactions between them, and between them and the environment. This approach allows the measurement of the dynamic interactions of relevant variables in the penalty kick, and examines the emergent mutuality of a dyadic social system (goalkeeper and kicker) as unfolding over time [25]. To study the ecological dynamics of the penalty kick, the identification of relevant constraints is required [26]. These include task constraints, like the limited action of the goalkeeper restrained to the goal-line, the distance from the penalty spot to the goal or the goal’s dimensions; environmental constraints such as the level of the competition, or weather conditions, and organismic constraints such as the weight and height of the goalkeeper relatively to goal dimensions, the self-perceived strength of the penalty taker when defining the direction and
velocity of the ball, the strategies employed by both players, and the emotional pressure imposed in specific penalty kicks designs. It should be noted, however, that the aim of research is not to measure or control every variable available. Ecological dynamics proposes the identification of candidate control parameters and order parameters that capture system organisation and informational constraints. This modeling can emerge from experiential knowledge as well as theoretical development and empirical research [see 14-16].

NEW CHALLENGES FOR THE DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTAL AND TRAINING TASKS

An ecological dynamics perspective on the design of experimental tasks and training programmes raises the following inter-related questions: (i) how do goalkeeper and kicker strategies constrain the dynamics of the dyadic system?; (ii) which variables explain the coupling of each player as an interacting element in the dyadic system?; (iii) how can representative design of experiments and training programmes be enhanced?

Several authors have argued that future experimental task designs should be more representative of performance settings when trying to study the reciprocal influence between opponents, if the intended outcome is to generalize and to provide advice for athletes and coaches [6,14,21]. According to Araújo et al. [14,27], the relative positioning of an attacker with the ball and an immediate opponent near an important target area, (e.g. the goal/try line) typifies many 1 v 1 sub-phases of team sports, modeled as dyadic systems. Trying to capture the “ecological dynamics” of the penalty kick, implies at least two main conditions: i) that the experimental design be set up in the penalty area of an association football field (which can be faithfully simulated in a laboratory); and ii), that both players of the dyad are included in the design (i.e. penalty taker and goalkeeper). This approach ensures that the most important task constraints such as boundaries, markings, equipment and dyadic members are all included in the design characteristics of the experiment.

Ecological dynamics emphasizes the importance of identifying potential control parameters (variables that move a system into different states of organisation) at an ecological scale, and order parameters or collective variables that describe the state of a system. To achieve this aim experimental designs could include (i) task constraints (some of which have already been discussed) as well as others like the strategies of the goalkeeper, (e.g. mobility or immobility) during the run up, on- and off-center initial position; (ii) organismic constraints, like the influence of negative thoughts, induced or self-imposed instructions directed to avoid or engage in specific patterns of behavior, stress induction (e.g. through the creation of a penalty kicks ranking that generates an increase in player stress level), in order to analyze decision-making behavior of both players in the dyadic system. Decision making behavior could be observed by analyzing a
number of key variables including, for example, the angle of approach to the ball by the penalty taker, or goalkeeper’s lateral displacement over the goal-line during the run up. These designs may offer more valid descriptions and explanations for the kicker’s choice for the ball’s direction (height and side), and goalkeeper’s choice for diving side.

As an example, we may consider the experimental design of Masters et al. [3], which tested the influence that imperceptible off-center positioning of goalkeepers exerted on kick direction of penalty shots. Their design characteristics suggested the need to include as participants, both goalkeepers and penalty takers; the research design involved the manipulation of information constraints (e.g., the perception of a goal’s area) by repositioning of goalkeepers, with free performance of both players; finally in a laboratory test the following features could be included i) the calibration of the penalty kick area of an association football field, ii) the recording of penalty kick performances, iii) recording of the goalkeepers’ initial positions relative to the center of the goal: e.g., 6-9cm to left, 6-9cm to right, on center (ex: footmarks on the goal-line). This approach allowed, for example, the influence of the goalkeeper’s imperceptible displacement on kick direction to be assessed. The intention to capture the candidate variables that explain the interacting contribution of each player to the dyad is founded on the establishment of a relation between key variables (e.g. like angle, speed and acceleration of run up plotted against the lateral displacement of the goalkeeper) and observed performance outcomes. For example, a candidate order parameter could be the running correlation between the angle of the kicker’s run up with the lateral displacement of the goalkeeper, and a candidate control parameter the goalkeeper’s initial positions relative to the centre of the goal.

In applications to training design (outlined in Fig. 1), some basic ideas could be considered. Particularly in practice sessions before cup games which might be resolved through penalty kicks, coaches should enhance perceptual-motor training of this particular aspect of the game, involving all participants and encouraging the development of specific styles of penalty taking in individual players. Obviously, penalty kicking might be practised fairly regularly, but special attention is needed before cup games when a shoot out may occur because a larger number of players will typically be involved. These games are rare in the competitive playing schedule. Figure 1 presents potential aspects for the design and control of the practice tasks involving penalty kicks. The main principles supporting training of goalkeepers and penalty takers are: (i) to disguise his/her intention while trying to capture relevant information from the opponent’s actions to anticipate his/her intentions; (ii) to be attuned to the specifying informational variables on the penalty kick, despite the presence of a large amount of irrelevant variables; (iii) to accept emotional variations as an integral and non-extractable part of penalty kick, for which on-field practice is the most representative solution. All these principles should be achieved with the support of statistical performance data from performance outcomes of team mates and opponents.

From the perspective of training program design, a sound methodology could be (i) to establish a goal that should be improved in penalty kick practice sessions; (ii) to define the relevant constraints that need to be manipulated in order to channel practice behavior in achieving that goal; and (iii) to create an exercise that integrates those constraints in a representative practice task. In this line of thought, we could include: (i) as an exercise goal: “to improve goalkeepers and penalty takers pressure tolerance, while facing opponents with differing kick strategies”; (ii) task constraints (players’ styles) and organismic constraints (e.g., pressure imposed by a shoot-out phase, rankings of success for all players); (iii) instructions during practice for goalkeepers to 1) move across the goal-line, 2) to remain still as late as possible or 3) to establish an initial position slightly to the left or right of center, and then try to save the penalty; for kickers 1) to take different angles of approach (with ground marks on a run-up area), 2) to take longer and shorter approaches, 3) to kick with right and left foot. A performance grid could be established for all players, with performance evaluation scores recorded, such as: (i) for kickers: 8 or more successes in 10 trials is defined as very good, 6 to 8-medium, 6 or less-insufficient; (ii) for goalkeepers: 3 or more saves out of 10 is defined as very good, 2 in 10-medium, 1 or none-insufficient.

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, the aims of this paper were (i) to overview the main findings from the key studies of the penalty kick in association football, and to comment on their representativeness of their experimental designs; (ii) to discuss the penalty kick performance context from an ecological dynamics viewpoint, explaining the complexity of decision-making behavior resulting from the interaction between penalty takers and goalkeepers.

In the penalty kick, the investigation of the goalkeeper’s behavior can be explained by capturing key variables intrinsic to the dyad formed with each specific penalty taker under several types of constraints. A dyadic system is not equivalent to the summation of each individual’s actions and an ecological dynamics approach provides principles and tools to study the emergent synergy between players in the penalty kick context. This perspective can allow analysis of the circular causality of each individual’s (keeper and kicker) impact on his/her opponent, while all the actions of the system are influenced by previous, current and final states of that system. The most important aspect of this approach is that it uses dynamic measures that are based on the co-dependence of each individual involved in the context. This coupling could be reflected in key performance measurements, such as the running correlation between the angle of the kicker’s run up with the lateral displacement of the goalkeeper, present in the time series of each individual’s movements. Indeed, this measurement approach may be a way to quantify the “degree of connectedness” between social agents [25], such as the goalkeeper and penalty taker in the performance of the penalty kick in association football.
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